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Abstract. This paper proposes the instantaneous p-q
theory based fuzzy logic controller (FLC) for multi-
converter unified power quality conditioner (MC-
UPQC) to mitigate power quality issues in two feeders
three-phase four-wire distribution systems. The pro-
posed system is extended system of the existing one
feeder three-phase four-wire distribution system, which
is operated with UPQC. This system is employed with
three voltage source converters, which are connected
commonly to two feeder distribution systems. The per-
formance of this proposed system used to compensate
voltage sag, neutral current mitigation and compensa-
tion of voltage and current harmonics under linear and
nonlinear load conditions. The neutral current flowing
in series transformers is zero in the implementation
of the proposed system. The simulation performance
analysis is carried out using MATLAB.
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1. Introduction

Modern days power systems are complicated networks
with hundreds of generating stations and load centers
being interconnected through power transmission lines.
A few years back, the main concern of consumers of
electricity was the reliability of supply. The transmis-
sion systems compound the problem further as they
are exposed to the vagaries of mother nature. Power
quality variations are classified as either disturbance
or steady state variations. The disturbances pertained
be due to abnormalities in the system such as, Volt-
age/currents due to a fault or some abnormal opera-

tions. A steady state variation refers to a rms deviation
from the nominal quantities/harmonics.

In reality the power electronics devices are connected
to the power distribution system to increase the reli-
ability and supplied quality power to the consumers.
The family of Custom Power Devices (CPD) are Dis-
tribution Statcom (DSTATCOM), Dynamic Voltage
Restorer (DVR), Unified Power Quality Conditioner
(UPQC). CPD can provide an integrated solution for
the problems faced by the utilities and power distribu-
tors. It can improve in terms of reduced interruptions,
voltage variation, load balancing, power factor correc-
tion, harmonic free voltage to consumers and voltage
regulation. Among these, the UPQC alone can inject
unbalanced, distorted voltages/currents; individually
and also simultaneously in a dual control mode. This
leads to the performance functions of load compensa-
tions and voltage control at the same time. Due to the
development in recent years many power quality condi-
tioners are proposed with the help of power electronics
converters.

A new structure of three-phase four-wire (3P4W)
distribution system utilizing UPQC to balance the un-
balanced load currents, neutral current compensation
using PI control technique is reported in [1]. Design
of UPQC with minimization of DC link voltage for the
improvement of power quality using FLC alone, along
with PI controller and its comparison is reported in [2].
When the system is connected to 3P4W, the improve-
ment of power quality issues like voltage, current un-
balance, distortions, reactive power demanded by the
load using UPQC is reported in [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].

MC-UPQC consisting of three VSC’s connected to
the system for simultaneous compensation of voltage
and current imperfection is proposed in [11], [12], [13],
[8]. One feeder 3P4W distribution system can be pro-
vided the neutral conductor along with the three power
lines from the generation station [8], [9], [10] to im-
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prove the unbalanced voltage and current by using PI
controller. A new control strategy of 3P4W UPQC
for power quality improvement is reported in [14], [15],
[16], [17], to the control of shunt APF with a simple
scheme based on the real component of fundamental
load current (I cos Φ) to reduce the number of current
sensors is applied. The above scheme also used to eval-
uate in terms of power factor correction, source neutral
current mitigation, load balancing, mitigation of volt-
age and current harmonics with linear and non-linear
loads.

To compensate the voltage/current unbalance there
are many control techniques are available. However
most of these reported controller are not compensated
load and shunt neutral currents. The transformer neu-
tral current have some distortions, it is not equal to
zero while all operating conditions were not discussed
in [1]. To achieve this, the proposed system to com-
pensate the neutral current by using four leg voltage
source converters in shunt.

This work proposes the instantaneous p–q theory
based controller for two feeder 3P4W system fed
UPQC. Here series transformer’s neutral wire is con-
nected to load as a fourth wire of 3P4W systems. The
new control system has been modeled with FLC for
above mentioned power quality problems of two feed-
ers 3P4W. The system consists of two-series converters
and one shunt back to back converter with common
DC-link capacitor in order to maintain the voltage.

2. Proposed System
Description

The MC-UPQC is connected to the distribution side
to make the source and load voltage free from any dis-
tortions. The single line diagram of MC-UPQC for the
proposed control scheme of two feeder 3P4W systems
is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Single line diagram of MC-UPQC.

At the same time, the reactive current drawn from
the source should be similar to that of the currents at
source side that would be in phase with utility voltages.
A schematic of the proposed two feeder 3P4W distri-

bution system is connected to MC-UPQCis shown in
Fig. 2.

The schematic circuit consists of two-series con-
verter having three-legged VSC, one shunt converter
with four-legged VSC. The two feeders are connected
the two different substations that are supplying the
linear/non-linear loads. The active filters are con-
nected in both shunt & series in order to eliminate the
harmonic currents. However, the shunt filters are pre-
ferred more than series filters due to greater ease of pro-
tection. While considering to controlling the voltage
sources in which three linear transformers connected
in series along with two-series inverter.

If any neutral current is found to be present, it would
flow through the fourth wire of the series transformer
neutral point. The four-leg VSI based shunt active
filter topology [3], [4], [10] is used to compensate the
negative sequence of the source current, load balancing,
power factor correction as well as to eliminate the har-
monics in source currents. This result in the current at
transformer neutral point will be zero. The proposed
scheme can also be used to compensate the power qual-
ity problems related to different types of faults that
occurs in the two feeders (L-G, L-L, L-L-G, L-L-L, L-
L-L-G and without faults).

For feeder one, the source side voltages, load volt-
age, voltage injected by the series APF and DC link
voltage between two inverters are represented by Vs1,
Vl1, Vinj−se1 and Vdc are respectively. The current
on the source side, load side, shunt current, neutral
current on the load side, shunt neutral current and
transformer neutral currents are represented by Is1,
Il1, Ish1, Iln, Ish−n and Isr−n respectively. Similarly
in feeder two, the source voltage, injected voltage, load
voltage, source current, load current and transformer
neutral current are represented by Vs2, Vinj2, Vl2, Is2,
Il2 and Isr−n2 respectively.

3. Control Strategy for the
MC-UPQC

The proposed control strategy aims to generate ref-
erence signals for both shunt and series APF of the
MC-UPQC. The function of series APF is to eliminate
harmonics and for compensating reactive power, sup-
ply voltage in both feeders. Whereas the shunt APF
functions to eliminate the supply current harmonics,
distortions and also to compensate the unbalance, neg-
ative sequence current, reactive power, neutral current,
thereby maintaining the transformer neutral current as
zero during entire operating conditions.
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Fig. 2: The schematic of the proposed two feeder 3P4W distribution system is connected to MC-UPQC.

3.1. The Control Scheme of the
Series APF’s

If the supply voltage is distorted from its original value
in feeder one, the phase- locked loop (PLL) is used to
accomplish synchronization to bring back to its original
supply voltage. The control algorithm for series APF’s
of two feeders is shown in Fig. 3.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Control algorithm for series APF for (a) feeder one (b)
feeder two.

When any distorted supply voltages are sensed by
PLL it generates two quadrature unit vectors namely,
the sine and cosine outputs are used to compute the
120 ◦ phase displacement for each phase. The instan-
taneous p–q theory is expanded from the concept of
single phase p-q theory [5], [6], [10], [18] and the cor-
responding voltage equations are mentioned below in
Eq. (1), Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). TThe voltages found
at the point of common coupling were added to the
Eq. (1), Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) and it is given to the re-
lay. The relay output after getting compared with the
reference voltages are given to convert a block to gen-
erate a gate signal for the series inverter. According
to the expanded theory, the phase angle of each phase
voltage and currents can be extracted as a three inde-
pendent two phase system is charitable by Π/2 lead or
lag, this can be applied for three-phase balanced sys-
tem as well as an unbalanced system also. The control
block diagram is shown in Fig. 3(a).

Va = Vm sin(wt), (1)

Vb = Vm sin(wt− 120◦), (2)

Vc = Vm sin(wt+ 120◦). (3)

The series controller is connected in feeder two,
leads to mitigate voltage sag, swell, voltage distortions
such as harmonics and interruption. The control al-
gorithm for the series VSC block diagram is shown
in Fig. 3(b). The series VSC is designed by using
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modified Synchronous reference frame (MSRF) the-
ory with improved PWM generator in the proposed
scheme. The series VSC is based on the unit vec-
tor template by expanding from the concept of MSRF
theory. According to this theory, this can also be ap-
plicable for both three-phase balanced and unbalanced
system. The three-phase load voltages are transformed
into load synchronous reference voltages using Eq. (4): υl−d
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υl−0

 =

 υd
υq
υ0

 υl−a
υl−b
υl−c

 , (4)
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According to series control objective, it is that the
load voltage must be kept sinusoidal with constant am-
plitude as far as the supply voltage is concerned. The
expected load Synchronous reference dq0 voltages are
subtracted with the Vl−dq0 in Eq. (6) obtained from
Eq. (4). AAgain the compensation reference feeder dq0
voltages are transformed back to the synchronous refe-
rence feeder voltages using Eq. (7): υreff−d
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The compensated synchronous reference abc volt-
ages were forwarded to improve the operation of PWM
generator. The output of the PWM generator is di-
rectly given to control part of series VSC as shown
in Fig. 3(b). However, even the source voltage is dis-
torting the series control objective have to be main-
tained. The improved PWM generates switching the
signal such that the voltage at PCC becomes the de-
sired sinusoidal reference voltage. Due to the series
transformer across the injected voltage which cancel
out the harmonics present in the supply and load volt-
age with the help of ripple filter, thereby making them
free-from distortion.

3.2. The Control Scheme of the
Shunt APF’s

It consists of the generation of three-phase reference
supply currents; due to the non-linear load on the
3P4W system connected to the source side by which

currents are unbalanced. The proposed control system
is compensating these unbalanced source currents on
the source side by expanding the concept of modified
p–q theory [1]. The control algorithms for the shunt
APF block diagram are shown in Fig. 4.

On the load side the three-phase load currents are
different due to fundamental load active and reactive
power. To overcome this unequal load power demand
from the source side, the fundamental three-phase ac-
tive powers can be perfectly balanced; by the following
method the unequal load power should be correctly re-
distributed between source, MC-UPQC and load such
that the three-phase load from the source would be
linear and equal loads.

The power obtained from the dc-link capacitor
through the series inverter and switching losses will
decrease the average value of dc bus voltage. In this
dc-bus voltage all other distortions like unbalance con-
ditions, sudden changes in load current can result in
oscillations, if the transient response of the dc-link ca-
pacitor voltage is very slow. In order to overcome from
this error between desired capacitor voltage and mea-
sured values, at FLC is installed. The output control
signal is applied to the current control system in shunt
VSI, which stabilizes the dc capacitor voltage by re-
ceiving required power from the source.

Fig. 4: Control algorithms for the shunt APF block diagram.

The three-phase load instantaneous p–q theory volt-
age and current can be added to get the active power
estimation. The reference source current generation is
extracted by the per phase fundamental active power
estimation which is added to FLC output, the three-
phase source currents were compared to the refer-
ence currents through which generates the appropriate
shunt gate signals to be given for shunt VSI:

Plabc = Vlabcα−β + Ilabcα−β . (8)

4. Fuzzy Logic Controller

Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) system is composed of the
following four principal components.

• Fuzzification,

• knowledge base,

• inference engine or decision making logic,
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• de-fuzzification.

The output from the database and the rules of the
knowledge base which were used to get the inference
relation B mentioned in the Eq. (9). The input and
output variables of controlled system or data bus con-
tains a description of fuzzy sets:

B(p) =
if X1 is F1 and X2 is F2, . . . , Xn is Fn
then Y is C(p),

(9)

where X1, X2, . . . , Xn is the input variables vector,
Y is the output or control variable, n is the number of
fuzzy variables (N = 5), F1, F2, . . . , Fn is the fuzzy
sets, P = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N , N is the number of rules (N =
5).

From the given rule base the fuzzy controller has
to compute necessary specific input signal conditions,
which can determine its effective control action. To de-
sign an FLC, the plant control is inferred from the two
input state variables, namely error dc capacitor volt-
age (Vdc) and change in reference dc capacitor voltage
error (∆Vdc) in Eq. (10):

υe fuzzy = υdc − υrefdc . (10)

The proposed structure of a complete FLC is given
in Fig. 5. The Fuzzy control rules are designed for
a fuzzy set of the control input in each combination
of fuzzy sets for Vdc and ∆Vdc through which a very
small amount of real loss is required for voltage reg-
ulation taken as the output from the FLC. The per
phase fundamental active power estimation is added
with Eq. (10) and it is forwarded to the reference source
current generation.

Fig. 5: Proposed structure of a complete Fuzzy logic controller.

The p–q theory based currents are directly given to
relay that is sensed to control the signals of shunt VSC
circuit as shown in Fig. 5.

In this paper, instead of using conventional (PI) con-
troller mentioned in references a FLC is being used
for its transient response to make MC-UPQC very fast
in reducing the total harmonic distortions on source
and load side voltages as well as currents on both the
feeders. Here five labels of fuzzy subsets; negative

large (NL), negative medium (NM), zero (ZR), pos-
itive medium (PM), positive large (PL). The control
rule base table is shown in Tab. 1. In which the row
and column represent the error and its changes respec-
tively.

Tab. 1: Rule based for voltage control.

∆V→ Input 2
↓V NL NM ZR PM PL

Input 1

NL NL NL NM NM ZR
NM NL NM NM ZR PM
ZR NM NM ZR PM PM
PM NM ZR PM PM PL
PL ZR PM PM PL PL

5. Simulation Results And
Discussion

In order to justify the strategies of new control scheme
discussed above, a Matlab based simulation designed
as the system described in Fig. 2, and then the re-
sults are compared with a conventional system. It is
observed from the results that the proposed new con-
trol scheme gives the better simulation results that the
conventional system. The designed model of an MC-
UPQC system connected with two feeders is realized
using the MATLAB/Simulink software environment as
shown in Fig. 6.

The three-phase rectifier load is turned on at time
t = 0.1 s, to realize voltage harmonics in source volt-
age. The three-phase rectifier load mentioned in the
design is a combination of linear and non-linear loads,
where non-linear load considered being on the distri-
bution side of feeder one, is a three-phase diode bridge
rectifier with R-L load. At this time the shunt APF is
connected to maintain the dc-link voltage as constant
with respect to set reference value. Immediately the
FLC discards load disturbance continuously without
overshoot and also with a negligible steady state error.

The voltage is limited by its maximal admissible
value, by a saturation function and by making the per-
formance of a fuzzy control system in its adaptive na-
ture. The controller is able to realize in different con-
trol scheme for each input state. The performance of
the MC-UPQC connected between two feeder systems
is used to voltage/current balancing, harmonic mitiga-
tion, source voltage/current compensation, power fac-
tor correction for both linear and nonlinear loads as
well as maintaining the transformer neutral current as
zero during all operating conditions. The control algo-
rithm for shunt and series APF simulation diagram are
shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
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Fig. 6: Simulation circuit diagram of two feeder three phase four wire distribution system with MC-UPQC.

(a) feeder one

(b) feeder two

Fig. 7: Simulation circuit diagram for series APF.
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Fig. 8: Simulation circuit diagram for shunt APF.

5.1. Performance Analysis of
MC-UPQC Connected to
Feeder One

The performance of the MC-UPQC connected to feeder
one with proposed new control techniques simulation
results were presented in Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12
and Fig. 13.

Fig. 9: Simulation results in feeder one; (a) source voltage, (b)
load voltage, (c) injected voltage.

At time t = 0.1 s, the shunt APF is turned on which
injects the compensating currents to realize the bal-
anced source current free from distortions. The com-
pensated source, load and injected currents are shown
in Fig. 11. The THD seems to be reduced for compen-
sated source current from 2.31 % to 2.28 %, whereas the
shunt neutral current from 90.94 % to 90.90 % and load
current from 12.15 % to 12.12 % respectively. The har-
monic spectra of the source, load and injected currents

Fig. 10: Harmonic spectra of (a) source voltage, (b) load volt-
age and (c) injected voltage.

are shown in Fig. 12. Due to unbalanced load condi-
tion the load neutral current (25 A) that may follow
towards the transformer neutral point. The load, in-
jected shunt neutral current, dc-link capacitor voltage,
transformer neutral current and harmonic spectra are
shown in Fig. 13 (a)–(e) respectively. In this waveform
we can see that transformer neutral current is with-
out any distortions, with reduced THD from 0.24 % to
0.21 % and the dc-link capacitor voltage is maintained
constant without any distortions.

The series APF is turned on at time t = 0.2 s, the
injected voltage, source, and load voltage profile are
shown in Fig. 9. The harmonic spectra of the source,
load, and injected voltages are also shown in Fig. 10. It
is observed that in the mentioned time the THD value
has reduced for source voltage from 27.08 % to 27.05 %,
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Fig. 11: Simulation results of (a) compensated source currents,
(b) load currents, (c) injected currents.

Fig. 12: Harmonic spectra of (a) compensated source currents,
(b) load currents and (c) injected currents.

Fig. 13: Simulation results of (a) load neutral current, (b) in-
jected shunt neutral current, (c) dc-link capacitor volt-
age, (d) transformer neutral current and (e) harmonic
spectra for transformer neutral current.

load voltage from 1.51 % to 1.48 % and injected voltage
from 154.56 % to 154.47 %.

5.2. Performance Analysis of
MC-UPQC Connected to
Feeder Two

The performance of MC-UPQC under new control
scheme connected to feeder two is done to improve
the source voltage and load current from distortion us-
ing MSRF based control techniques incorporated with
FLC techniques..

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 14, Fig. 15,
Fig. 16. At time t = 0.25 s, the series APF is turned on,
the series APF gets starts compensating for the source
voltages harmonics immediately by injecting out the
phase harmonic voltages thus by making the source and
load voltage free from distortions. The source voltage,
source current, injected voltage and load voltage simu-
lations, harmonic spectra are shown in Fig. 14, Fig. 15
respectively.

In feeder one, it is observed that source voltages are
having distortions from 0.1 to 0.2 s along with injected
voltage also. The source voltage in feeder one is dis-
torted with THD value of 27.08 %. To compensate this
distorted voltage in feeder one it is extended to feeder
two with a new control scheme incorporated in the MC-
UPQC results in reduced THD value of 0.19 %. The
feeder two load current and transformer load neutral
simulations, harmonic spectra are shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 14: Results of feeder two (a) source voltages, (b) source
current, (c) injected voltage and (d) load voltage.

The comparison between conventional and new con-
trol scheme with reduced THD values are mentioned
in Tab. 2. From the results it is observed that the pro-
posed new control scheme gives better results even un-
der the system is subjected to different types of faults
like L-G, L-L, L-L-G, L -L-L and without faults. The
harmonic spectra of different types of faults are listed
in Tab. 3. The system with and without controller,
the load neutral and shunt neutral having 25 A is ver-
ified. Not only these currents were compensated but
also load neutral current flowing in the fourth wire of
transformer neutral point is also maintained zero dur-
ing all the operating conditions.
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Fig. 15: THD Results of Feeder two (a) source voltage, (b)
source current, (c) injected voltage and (d) load volt-
age by using Fuzzy Logic Controller.

Fig. 16: Simulation results and THD value of (a) feeder two
load current, (b) transformer load neutral current.

Tab. 2: % THD values comparison between existing system and
proposed control strategy.

Voltage/ Existing Proposed
Current System [1] Controller
Feeder 1 Considered Considered

Source Voltage 27.08 27.05
Load Voltage 1.51 1.48

Injected Voltage 154.56 154.47
Source Current 2.31 2.28
Load Current 12.15 12.12
Shunt Current 90.94 90.90
Neutral Current 0.24 0.21

Feeder 2 Not Considered Considered
Source Voltage Not Considered 0.19
Load Voltage Not Considered 1.48

Injected Voltage Not Considered 154.47
Source Current Not Considered 2.28
Load Current Not Considered 12.09

Neutral Current Not Considered 0.21

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the proposed control topology for two
feeders three-phase four-wire system utilizing MC-
UPQC is validated extensively under various operat-
ing conditions and compared with a conventional con-
troller. The main advantages found from the proposed
system compared to the conventional system are to
compensate the power quality issues, such as the load
voltage, load currents balancing, voltage and current
harmonics mitigation. The source, load voltage and

Tab. 3: % THD values comparison between different types of
loads.

Voltage/ L-G L-L L-L-G L-L-L Without
Current faults
Feeder 1 Considered
Source 7.16 34.54 11.02 683.34 18.04Voltage
Load 1.51 1.51 1.52 1.51 1.50Voltage
Injected 1.53 32.00 1.60 31.02 38.70Voltage
Source 2.31 2.31 2.32 2.31 2.30Current
Load 12.15 12.15 12.16 12.15 12.14Current
Shunt 90.93 90.93 90.96 90.93 90.92Current
Neutral 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.23Current
Feeder 2 Considered
Source 35.42 54.19 54.00 28492.8 27.08Voltage
Load 1.51 1.51 1.52 1.51 1.50Voltage
Injected 1.53 32.00 1.60 31.02 38.70Voltage
Source 2.31 2.31 2.32 2.31 2.30Current

source, neutral currents with its harmonic levels are
maintained according to IEEE 1159-1995 std., under
all the operating conditions. Moreover, the transformer
load neutral current is compensated, and it is found
to be zero without any distortions in the load side.
The effect of series converter is to eliminate the dis-
tortions on the supply side voltages due to unbalanced
load conditions; the effect of shunt converter is not only
to compensate the neutral current it also to make the
current balanced on the source side, when they act in-
dividually. The proposed transient response of DC-link
capacitor voltage is very fast when compare with the
PI controller.
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